to more extended intersymbol influences is even more remote.
In pictorial information, we are dealing with riot a one-dimensional value sequence but a two-dimensional stochastic process and its parameters that determine the covariance structure.
The program system is designed to extract automatically the stochastic parameters that allow discrimination between cells of different type or of different functional states, to learn automatically to recognize such cells arid to compute for each examined cell a final likelihood ratio for the correctness of its classification decision. The stage is then halted for a fraction of a second while the data are transferred from core to external tape storage. The scanning is then resumed (42). Before a series of cell measurements is started, the user assigns a name to the cells and a starting identification number; cells are then automatically numbered consecutively ( Fig.  2 ). An index, or directory, of all cells on a tape can be displayed on a cathode ray tube (CRT) and can be edited. As a rule, a photomicrograph is taken of every cell. Other programs allow the user to quickly examine a whole slide and to store, simply by pressing a button, the location of every cell of interest.
The computer
can refind every one of these cells sequentially, and a technician can measure them.
the recording of the scan field.The "cleaned" cell images are then stored on an output tape. This process is shown in Figure  3 . It is also possible to display only certain gray value ranges and store the clipped images.
In this fashion one may, for example, lift all nuclei from the cytoplasmic background of a tissue section, and one may also edit out any nuclei belonging to tissue components riot wanted. Separate summation of extinction values in such microdissected images allows precision histochemi cal determinations.
In Figure  4a is shown a section of endometrial tissue;
in Figure  4b the nuclei were microdissected out and stored separately. Cytochemical determinations in the cytoplasm are thus possible. In Figure  4c the cytoplasm belonging to underlying connective tissue has been edited out.
FIG.
3. a-d, data editing using the CRT. In Figure  15 is shown an endocervical cell readily recognized by both cytologists arid the program.
In Figure   16 is atu endometrial cell for which the same is true.
In Figure  17 is an endocervical cell, alud in Figure  18 is ani endometrial cell, both of which were recognized oni the basis of 
